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Enquiry
Can I include monetization in an animation project during the pre-production and production stages that is integral to design and broadcast 
methods, rather than it being left to a marketing add-on system after the project is built?
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An NFT is a digital token that represents a unique object, embedded with data showing a ledger of 
ownership of the token that claims authenticity of ownership.
It is a system of “Smart Contracts. Smart Governance. Smart Design.” https://tezos.com/
An NFT is not a cryptocurrency nor is it the actual unique object.

Can the NFT system enhance monetization of Animation in a new way that is particularly relevant to Animation?

Animation is created by manipulations frame by frame. It is a form of iterative development of a story, installation or presentation.

My inquiry investigates creating an iterative document as a form of ‘ledger’ that places value on the creative process, as well as the end animation product, that forms 
part of the embedded data of an NFT.

By way of an analogy, I will develop this ‘iterative ledger’ informed by the horse pedigree system. 
A horse pedigree is a clear and easily comprehended visualization of a generational breeding ‘ledger’. It shows the ‘iterative development’ of the horse it represents. 

My hypothesis is that an iterative ‘pedigree’ of an animated work is the quintessential NFT for Animation and adds to the end animated product, that is also an 
iterative process. I hypothesize that the pedigree adds value to an animated work and enhances its prospect of monetization via the NFT system of protection.

My inquiry does not cover how to make an NFT but is a search for a way to exploit the NFT system that is more valuable to animation, as a form of monetizing.

For how-to-guide on making an NFT:
“Here’s a helpful PDF on how to mint your first token from u/Survivor_Oceanic815 on Reddit.”
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wFdlaqBysuFUj86Olt0HGciW08g0xY3E/view

https://medium.com/tezos-israel/tezos-and-nfts-a-match-made-in-blockchain-heaven-b55f067cc158
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Prototype ‘Pedigree’ for an animated object
- a visualization of an iterative process of an animated object
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Developing prototype of crossword puzzle





Make Jigsaw puzzle

Upon completion of event 
(jigsaw puzzle completed) View animated vignette

Create a splash screen & 
animated vignette comprising 20 
clips

Import splash screen into Unity 
Puzzle Maker

Upon completion of event (movie 
viewed) View 20 images from each clip

Upon completion of event 
(images viewed)

Generate a jigsaw puzzle for 
each image

Create iterative ‘pedigree’ for 
each puzzle

Mine an NFT for each puzzle (21 
in all)

Choose a marketplace and 
upload NFT’s

In order to create a fulsome example of my enquiry of a monetization hypothesis, within the scope of the time frame of Studio2_Folio1, only a 
few of the intended twenty clips of the animatic will be put through the process. It is intended a refined presentation of artwork would be 
developed in Folio2, with an eye kept on my guiding enquiry of monetization, that a more refined style will add value to the overall work.

Anticipated works needed
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